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Global Portuguese: Linguistic Ideologies in Late Modernity ...
Introduction: Linguistic ideology : how Portuguese is being discursively constructed in late modernity / Luiz Paulo Moita-Lopes --Language policy and globalization : the Portuguese language in the twenty-first century / Gilvan Müller de Oliveira --Portuguese language globalism / Inês Signorini --Policing the borderland
in a digital Lusophone territory : the pragmatics of entextualization / Branca Falabella Fabrício --Portuguese as a communicative resource in a globalized world : the how ...
Global Portuguese : Linguistic Ideologies in Late ...
Through this critique, contributors chart new directions for research on language ideologies and language practices (including research related to Portuguese and to other ‘languages’) and consider ways of developing new conceptual compasses that are better attuned to the sociolinguistic realities of the late
modern era, in which people ...
Global Portuguese | Taylor & Francis Group
This book aims at deconstructing and problematizing linguistic ideologies related to Portuguese in late modernity and questioning the theoretical presuppositions which have led us to call Portuguese ‘a language.’ Such an endeavor is crucial when we know that Portuguese is a language which is increasingly
internationalized, used as the official language in four continents (in […]
Book: ‘Global Portuguese: Linguistic Ideologies in Late ...
Global Portuguese : linguistic ideologies in late modernity. [Luiz Paulo da Moita Lopes;] -- This book aims at deconstructing and problematizing linguistic ideologies related to Portuguese in late modernity and questioning the theoretical presuppositions which have led us to call Portuguese ...
Global Portuguese : linguistic ideologies in late ...
Global Portuguese. DOI link for Global Portuguese. Global Portuguese book. Linguistic Ideologies in Late Modernity. Global Portuguese. DOI link for Global Portuguese. Global Portuguese book. Linguistic Ideologies in Late Modernity. Edited By Luiz Paulo Moita-Lopes. Edition 1st Edition . First Published 2014 . eBook
Published 17 December 2014 .
Global Portuguese - Taylor & Francis Group
Global Portuguese: Linguistic Ideologies in Late Modernity (Routledge Critical Studies in Multilingualism Book 8) 1st Edition, Kindle Edition by Luiz Paulo Moita-Lopes (Editor)
Global Portuguese: Linguistic Ideologies in Late Modernity ...
He is the editor of Global Portuguese: linguistic ideologies in late modernity (Routledge, 2015/2018) and co-editor of Aila Review 30, Meaning making in the periphery (John Benjamins, 2017). His last papers appeared in the journal Gender and Language (2018) and in the book Language and Culture on the Margings
(Routledge, 2019). His research interests include the intersectionality of race, gender, sexuality and social class performativities in our onlineOffline contemporary timeSpaces as well ...
A textual trajectory through the Global South: queer ...
Portuguese courses online via Zoom. Portuguese courses in London. Portuguese classes online live worldwide. Free online language resources. Free online classes. Learn online European or Brazilian Portuguese. Online school. Online live group courses. Online training and coaching individual, one to one.
Portuguese Courses Online | London UK & Worldwide
Portuguese Global - International Academy of Portuguese is the Europe's largest school of Portuguese. We offer group courses and one to one training, online across the UK and worldwide or in our school in London. From our office in Lisbon, we organise one to one corporate training.
Portuguese Global | About
This paper explores linguistic ideologies surrounding The 1990 Portuguese Language Orthographic Agreement. The reform, which aims to uniformize Lusophone orthographies and strengthen Portuguese as a global language, is approached through the reactions of native speakers participating in an online debate
within a Portuguese-language blog.
Orthography matters!: the ideologies, insecurities and ...
In South Korea, English is a language of utmost importance, sought with an unprecedented zeal as an indispensable commodity in education, business, popular culture, and national policy. This book investigates how the status of English as a hegemonic language in South Korea is constructed through the mediation
of language ideologies in local discourse. Adopting the framework of language ...
The Local Construction of a Global Language – Ideologies ...
1. Introduction. For many years, linguists appeared to show a lack of interest in sign languages located outside the historic and current geographical centres of academic wealth and power (henceforth, for brevity, ‘the global North’ 1), and in sign language diversity and vitality generally.Short descriptions of small
signing communities in the Caribbean began to be published in the 1970s ...
Ideologies of linguistic research on small sign languages ...
The purpose of this article is to analyse the linguistic situation in Brazil and to discuss the relationship between Portuguese and the 200 other languages, about 170 indigenous, spoken in the country. It focuses on three points: the historical process of language unification, recent official language policy
initiatives,and linguistic prejudice.
Language policy in Brazil: monolingualism and linguistic ...
Table of Contents. 1 Contemporary Brazilian perspectives on multilingualism: An introduction Marilda C. Cavalcanti and Terezinha M. Maher Section I : Politics, language ideologies and the changing shape of language policy processes Introduction: Distinctive and common features of Brazilian language and
education policy in the Latin American context Rainer Enrique Hamel 2 Changing policies and ...
Multilingual Brazil: Language Resources, Identities and ...
The complex ways in which these ideologies are reproduced, contested, and negotiated through specific metalinguistic practices across diverse sites ultimately contribute to a local realization of the global hegemony of English as an international language.
The Local Construction of a Global Language
Language ideologies are conceptualizations about languages, speakers, and discursive practices. Like other kinds of ideologies, language ideologies are pervaded with political and moral interests and are shaped in a cultural setting. To study language ideologies, then, is to explore the nexus of language, culture,
and politics.
Language Ideology - Anthropology - Oxford Bibliographies
language ideologies, and language use and negotiation in parent–child ... However, it is worth noting that the terms Portuguese and Norwegian are used to describe the ... and ideologies of parents engaged in migration trajectories from the Global South to the Global
Talking multilingual families into being: language ...
Language Ideologies: Practice and Theory - Ebook written by Bambi B. Schieffelin, Kathryn A. Woolard, Paul V. Kroskrity. Read this book using Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS devices. Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you read Language Ideologies: Practice and
Theory.
Language Ideologies: Practice and Theory by Bambi B ...
This dissertation is a sociolinguistic study of the ideologies about language, culture and ethnicity among Japanese immigrants and descendants in Brazil (hereafter, Nikkeis) who gather at a local Japanese cultural association, searching for what it means to be "Japanese" in Brazil. This study focuses on how linguistic
behaviors are ideologically understood and associated with cultural ...
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